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Abstract. The problems of low testing efficiency and high testing cost exist in small and medium potentiometer enterprises when multi-station and multi-instrument are used to respectively test potentiometer electric parameters. The paper propose a designing project based on the integrated test system of multi-CPU, analyzes the working principle of the system and introduces in detail the software and hardware design. The result of the experiment indicates that this system not only enjoys high test precision and fast speed, but also reduces effectively the testing cost.

Introduction

Potentiometer is a commonly used electronic component so it is widely applied in the circuit for its remarkable adjustability. The important electric parameters of a potentiometer include: nominal resistance (total resistance), the allowable deviation of nominal resistance, zero resistance, dynamic noise, etc., and for duplex potentiometer, synchronization error is one of the important electric parameters. At present, most small and medium-sized production lines use multi-station and multi-instrument to test a variety of electric parameters of the potentiometer respectively, which results in high cost and low efficiency. Thus we suggest using one instrument on one workstation to efficiently complete the integrated test of the above-mentioned potentiometer electric parameters.

Working Principle of Integrated Test System

The test system is an integrated system composed of potentiometer total resistance, zero resistance, dynamic noise and duplex potentiometer synchronization feature test. It is intended to be used in verification, inspection, selecting potentiometer for potentiometer manufacturers and machine manufacturers.

Definition of electric performance parameters of a potentiometer. A potentiometer has two fixed leading-out terminals (terminal 1&3) and one moving contact leading-out terminal (terminal 2). Potentiometer total resistance is defined as the resistance value between terminal 1 and 3. When any potentiometer is demarcated, calibration of nominal resistance is required. At the same time, allowable deviation of the nominal resistance should be stipulated, and the total resistance value should be within the range of allowable deviation. Zero resistance is defined as the minimum resistance between terminal 2 & 1 and between 2 & 3 when the moving contact is near terminal 1 & 3. They are respectively called front and rear zero resistance. Dynamic noise refers to the electrical noise which does not exit in the input during the electrical signal output of potentiometer 1 and 2 when the contact point is moving on the resistive body, because of the irregular changes of contact resistance and because of the uneven resistance distribution on the resistive body, with mill volts as the measuring unit. Synchronization error of a duplex potentiometer is defined as the degree of difference between the output voltage and the input voltage ratio of the potentiometer’s each resistive body at a specific position. According to IEC, synchronization error is expressed with the difference of an arbitrary potentiometer’s attenuation decibels (\(20 \log_{10} \frac{V_{1-2}}{V_{1-3}}\)) and a benchmark league potentiometer’s...
attenuation decibels ($20 \log_{10} \frac{V_{1-2}}{V_{1-3}}$). In normal use condition, input voltage of each potentiometer league is the same, i.e. $V_{1-3} = V_{1-3}$, thus synchronization error $\delta = 20 \log_{10} \frac{V_{1-2}}{V_{1-3}}$. Synchronization error is one of the key indicators to assess duplex potentiometer and the parameter has direct effect on the use of the whole electronic machine. [1]

**Hardware composition of integrated test system and testing principles of electric parameters.** In order to improve testing efficiency, multi-CPU parallel working mode is used in the integrated test system [2][3]. The composing structure of the system is shown in figure 1. Test module 1 is controlled by CPU1, which is in charge of the test of single and double potentiometer total resistance, zero resistance and synchronization error; test module 2 is controlled by CPU2, which is in charge of testing the dynamic noise of single and double potentiometer; master CPU is in charge of communicating with test module 1, & 2, which sends out test command, receives real-time test data, displays the test results dynamically and visually, and gives out sound and light indication after comparing the test results with the corresponding preset parameter values. Figure 2 is the test data and graphical display of a type-148 duplex potentiometer with nominal resistance of 50K. In the figure, the upper part is the tested potentiometer parameters' measured values, and the lower part is the "travel-synchronous" two-dimensional curve that reflects the synchronization error of the potentiometer within the given electrical route. From the figure, it can be seen that at the attenuation decibels (48.7dB) point of the benchmark league potentiometer, the synchronization error is the largest, with +2.1dB. Master CPU adopts microcontroller STC12C5A60S2 with double serial ports, so as to make real-time communication with testing module 1 and 2 [4].

The hardware structure of test module is shown in figure 3[5]. While total resistance of the potentiometer is being tested, electronic switch $K_v$ is on, and 10V voltage from constant voltage source circuit is added to terminal 1 and 3 of the tested potentiometers $R_{Pa}$ and $R_{Pb}$. And then sampling resistor ($R_s$) will produce sampling voltage ($V$), and this voltage will pass the signal processing circuit and arrive at the input end of multi-channel switch. According to formula $R = \frac{10}{V} \times R_s$, total resistance of the measured potentiometer can be figured out. The range control signal outputted by CPU1 is used for the transition of electric switch, so as to choose sampling resistor (range resistor)
of different resistance values, and thus the measurement accuracy will not be affected because of the small sample voltage. Of course, it should not exceed the analog input voltage limit of the A/D converter. When the movable contact moves within the range of the potentiometer’s total electrical travel route, by continuously sampling the voltage at terminal 1 & 2 and 1’& 2’ of the coaxial double potentiometer, we can figured out (according to formula $\delta = 20\log\frac{V_{1-2}}{V_{1'-2'}}$) the synchronization error of the duplex potentiometer corresponding to each travel point. With travel route as Axle X and synchronization error as Axle Y, we can draw a synchronization curve within the total travel range (as shown in figure 2). When the movable contact moves near terminal 1 or 3 on the resistor body, under the action of the voltage/current control signal outputted by CPU1, electronic switch $K_v$ disconnected, $K_i$ is connected, and the constant current source circuit provides electric current 5mA, thus front and rear zero resistance of the tested potentiometer can be figured out based on formula $R = \frac{V}{5mA}$. In the formula, $V$ stands for the voltage produced by electric current when it passes through the zero resistance, and this voltage will pass the voltage follower and arrive at multi-channel switch input [6].

At different stages of the whole test process, A/D channel control signal outputted by CPU1 acts on the analog multiplexers, and corresponding input voltage is selected for A/D conversion. A/D converter adopts 24-Bit Σ-ΔAD7190 with high speed, high precision and low noise [7], so as to meet the requirements of the potentiometer electric parameter test for speed and accuracy. When test module 1 is in working state, the electric noise signals which are produced by the movable contact while moving on the potentiometer resistor body will be regulated and amplified by preamplifier, filter and mid-amplifying circuit, and then on the one hand they will enter CPU2’s built-in A/D
converter through peak detection and make analog/digital conversion. On the other hand, they can make loudspeaker produce sound through power amplifier circuit, thus achieving the function of monitoring dynamic noise \[^8\]. CPU1 adopts microcontroller \textit{STC90C54RD}, and CPU2 adopts microcontroller \textit{STC12C5410AD} \[^9\][\(^{10}\].

**Software Design of Integrated Test System**

Software of potentiometer electrical parameter integrated test system includes master CPU program and testing module 1 and 2 controlling program. The master controlling program is in charge of the preset of the tested potentiometer parameters, receiving of test data, processing of the data, liquid crystal display and after-test sound and light indicating. As soon as testing module 1 receives the preset parameters value from master controlling CPU, it selects corresponding sampling resistor through the electronic switch and is ready for testing. When detected potentiometer has been inserted into the special fixture, it can start testing total resistance, synchronization error, front and rear zero resistance and send real-time data to master controlling CPU, the program flow is shown in \textit{figure 4}. Complete test period of a potentiometer begins from the moment when the potentiometer inserts the special fixture to the time when front and rear zero resistance is tested at least once. After finishing a period, end mark (0x1f) should be sent to the master controlling CPU. When breaking of potentiometer from the special fixture is detected, empty fixture mark (0x2f) should be sent to the master controlling CPU, which indicates the end of one potentiometer test. Testing module 2 and 1 synchronously and continuously sample data of dynamic noise voltage and send them real time to master controlling CPU.

**Conclusion**

Integrated test system of potentiometer electrical parameter is a system that allows various electrical parameters of potentiometer to be tested in parallel, thus improving labor productivity. The adoption of visualizing touch screen makes presetting parameters and testing results dynamically display with "Sync - stroke curve", which directly reflects the synchronization error of a, b in double potentiometer during their whole electrical route. Testing personnel can also adjust the potentiometer at the same time according to the curve till the synchronous error reaches within a reasonable range. They can also listen to the dynamic sound (just a rough estimate) or observe the data on LCD. The system is convenient to operate and no special training is needed so it has commendable prospects of promotion and application.
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